Orthopedic Manual Therapy (2nd Edition)
**Synopsis**

ORTHOPEDIC MANUAL THERAPY, 2/e Â is extensively updated and presents all modern foundations of orthopedic manual therapy, including patient management, clinical reasoning, reflective practice, and problem solving. Its comprehensive, regional approach to the body helps therapists synthesize new research, didactic knowledge, and clinical expertise. The text first systematically explains assessment, evaluation, treatment, and contraindications. Next, it offers in-depth insights into regional musculoskeletal conditions, supported by relevant anatomy, biomechanics, examination protocols, treatment techniques, and outcomes. Scientific research is analyzed to support the tests, techniques, and clinical reasoning presented. Hundreds of color images are provided, together with extensive scientific bibliographies. This editionâ€™s improvements include: new chapters on neurodynamics and soft tissue mobilization; more patient cases; greater focus on clinical decision-making; and new video procedures at www.myhealthprofessionskit.com.
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**Customer Reviews**

Great text. Chad Cook really does a great job here presenting the evidence for manual therapy as well as areas that may not be as well supported. The first few chapters give a nice base and establish a thought process that is pursued in depth for each region in the following chapters.

Chad Cook writes in both a deep and readable manner which is refreshing in the world of physical
therapy. The chapters in this book excel for both delivering a great breadth of knowledge as well as detail in reporting evidence. That is a rare combination.

this is one of the wounderful manual that with beautiful phto ,clear explain ,guide and I can do follow step by step thanks Chad

complete, comprehensive and easy to follow even for me the PTA. Recommend for anyone wanting to enhance their manual techniques

Great book, very helpful and detailed descriptions of positions and techniques
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